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How Mg2+ ions lower the SN2@P barrier in
enzymatic triphosphate hydrolysis†

Marc A. van Bochove,a Goedele Roos,a Célia Fonseca Guerra, ab

Trevor A. Hamlin *a and F. Matthias Bickelhaupt *ac

Our quantum chemical activation strain analyses demonstrate how

Mg2+ lowers the barrier of the enzymatic triphosphate hydrolysis

through two distinct mechanisms: (a) weakening of the leaving-

group bond, thereby decreasing activation strain; and (b) transition

state (TS) stabilization through enhanced electrophilicity of the

triphosphate PPP substrate, thereby strengthening the interaction

with the nucleophile.

Hydrolysis of phosphate esters, the building blocks of life, is
undeniably of significant biological importance. Triphosphate
(PPP) hydrolysis is ubiquitous in biochemistry, serving a primary
role in DNA and RNA replication, signal, and energy transduction.1

Mg2+ is the most abundant metal ion cofactor in enzymatic
systems, with intra-cellular concentrations in the millimolar
range.2 This counter ion plays a pivotal role in enzymatic PPP
hydrolysis,1 speeding up an otherwise exceptionally slow biological
reaction.3 Despite a number of thorough experimental and com-
putational studies, a mechanistic consensus for how these
enzymes operate has yet to be resolved.4

Herein, we leverage quantum chemical calculations to
elucidate the mechanism by which Mg2+ ions lower the reaction
barrier of PPP hydrolysis, as it occurs in DNA polymerase.
In this enzymatic reaction, the fully deprotonated PPP sub-
strate, of which a terminal phosphate group (Pa) is attacked by a
nucleophile, leads to expulsion of the remaining pyropho-
sphate leaving group (PP) (Scheme 1).5 Ionization, that is,
deprotonation of PPP is shown to increase this SN2@P barrier.
This was recently supported for a related and equally important

enzymatic reaction involving the hydrolysis of PPP by a water
molecule.6 This particular reaction is a key step in NTPase
enzymes and involves attack by water on the Pg, leading to
hydrolysis of PPP into diphosphate and inorganic phosphate.7

Studies exploring the reaction profile of PPP hydrolysis8,9 point
to the catalytic effect of enzyme residues and to a major effect
of Mg2+.1,8,9 Mg2+ was shown to have a minimal effect on
transition state geometries for this reaction and barriers were
highly dependent on the binding mode of the counter ion.10

The precise mechanism through which Mg2+ operates in
these SN2@P reactions still requires elucidation despite these
insights. To that end, we show, based on sophisticated
quantum chemical activation strain analyses,11 that the Mg2+

catalytic effect stems from two distinct mechanisms: (a) weak-
ening of the leaving group bond thereby decreasing activation
strain; and (b) transition state (TS) stabilization through enhanced
electrophilicity of the PPP substrate, thereby strengthening the
interaction with the nucleophile.

The existence and height of SN2 barriers is determined by
the interplay of steric demand around the electrophilic atom
being attacked, the strength of the nucleophile–substrate inter-
action, as well as solvent effects.12 In addition, counter ions can
significantly affect the SN2 reaction barriers.13 We have quan-
tum chemically explored and analyzed the SN2@P potential
energy surface (PES) for methanol- and methoxide-induced
PPP hydrolysis in aqueous solution (Scheme 1) using density
functional theory (DFT) at COSMO-ZORA-OLYP/TZ2P as imple-
mented in the ADF program.14 The OLYP functional reproduces
SN2 barriers within a few kcal mol�1 compared to high-level

Scheme 1 Model reactions for triphosphate (PPP) hydrolysis via SN2@P.
The nucleophile is varied between CH3O� (shown) and CH3OH, the
triphosphate along PPP (shown), [PPP–H]�, [PPP–2H]2� and [PPP–4H]4�,
and 0–2 Mg2+ ions are introduced on various positions.
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ab initio benchmarks.14c The computed trends in reactivity for
our simple model systems, which are sufficiently generic to be
applied to other biologically related processes, are in good
agreement with experimental hydrolysis studies.15 Full numerical
details can be found in Tables S1–S4 (ESI†) along with detailed
information on the effect of introducing discrete water molecules
coordinating to Mg2+ counter ions.

We first examine the effect on the SN2@P mechanism of varying
the extent of deprotonation in model reactions 1–4 (Table 1) along
which we remove either no protons (neutral PPP), the b-proton
([PPP–H]�), the a- and g-protons ([PPP–2H]2�), or the a-, b- and
g-protons ([PPP–4H]4�). This order of deprotonation reflects the
lowest energy isomer for each deprotonation.

We then examine the effect of introducing 0–2 Mg2+ counter
ions (reaction sub-numbering a–h) on various positions, includ-
ing both the nucleophile and PPP, which mimic the Mg2+ positions
in the reported crystal structure of DNA polymerase.16 Our computed
barriers and reaction energies relative to reactants or – if present –
reactant complexes (RC) are collected in Table 1 and selected
stationary structures are shown in Fig. 1.

Nucleophilic attack by CH3O� at neutral PPP (reaction 1a)
resembles archetypal model reactions of the type X� +
(MeO)3P–Y.12c–e Our explorations, however, reveal that this
particular reaction system does not constitute a viable bio-
chemical pathway. The PPP hydrolysis reaction has to compete
with proton transfer from the a-proton to the nucleophile
under formation of a methanol reactant complex (RC) at
�44.0 kcal mol�1. A central barrier of 23.2 kcal mol�1 (Table 1)
separates this RC from a very loosely hydrogen-bonded product
complex (PC, see Fig. 1). The alcoholic hydrogen is not returned to

the phosphate–oxygen during the process, a step that, with a
barrier of approximately 40.0 kcal mol�1, is far less favorable than
the breaking of the Pa–Oa bond. Reaction 1b, in which the same
substrate is attacked by methanol, no proton-transfer occurs and
the Pa is directly attacked resulting in a structurally similar, but
more strongly bound PC. The reaction barrier of 25.8 kcal mol�1

is slightly higher in the overall endothermic reaction 1b than in
reaction 1a. In transition state 1bTS, the a-proton does play an
important role. It transfers to the negatively charged leaving group
as the PC is formed and in this way avoids an energetically
unfavorable charge separation.

Deprotonation of the PPP substrate suppresses the above-
mentioned proton transfer to the nucleophile already upon
dissociation of the b-proton, as we go from 1R (fully protonated
PPP) to 2R (b-proton removed, see Fig. 1). Instead, the nucleo-
phile and substrate are structurally well configured to proceed
through the prototypical backside SN2@P pathway. This
remains the case also if the a-proton and the g-proton are
dissociated as we go from substrate 2R to 3R (a- and g-protons
removed) to 4R (a-, b- and g-protons removed), the form in
which PPP occurs under physiological conditions.1c

Stepwise deprotonation of the PPP substrate along 1R, 2R,
3R and 4R furthermore causes reaction barriers for both,
CH3O� and CH3OH-induced SN2@P reactions, to first decrease
when going from the neutral substrate 1R (reactions 1a and 1b)
to the negatively charged substrate 2R (reactions 2a and 2b),
and then to increase as the extent of triphosphate ionization
further increases in 3R and 4R (reactions 3a, 3b, 4a and 4b). For
example, along the reactions 1a, 2a, 3a and 4a, which involve
the nucleophilic attack by CH3O�, the reaction barrier goes

Table 1 Energies relative to reactant complex (in kcal mol�1) and overall charge Q (in a.u.) of stationary points for SN2@P reactions in aqueous solutiona

No. Nucleophile Substrate Q RCa TS PC Pb

1a CH3O� PPP �1 0 (�44.4) 23.2 14.1 13.9
1b CH3OH PPP 0 0 25.8 7.3 10.6

2a CH3O� [PPP–H]� �2 0 13.8 �39.2 �38.5
2b CH3OH [PPP–H]� �1 0 24.3 15.2 14.9
2c CH3O� [PPP–H]�(Mg2+) 0 0 15.4 �69.5 �27.1
2d CH3OH [PPP–H]�(Mg2+) +1 0 22.7 1.0 26.4
2e CH3O�(Mg2+) [PPP–H]� 0 0 (�33.9) 29.6 8.6 9.1

3a CH3O� [PPP–2H]2� �3 0 20.6 — �35.0
3b CH3OH [PPP–2H]2� �2 0 28.9 — 18.4
3c CH3O� [PPP–2H]2�(Mg2+) �1 0 14.8 �48.0 �1.3
3d CH3OH [PPP–2H]2�(Mg2+) 0 0 26.1 8.3 31.7
3e CH3O�(Mg2+) [PPP–2H]2� �1 0 (�46.0) 53.6 �27.3 �1.9

4a CH3O� [PPP–4H]4� �5 0 33.1 — �19.1
4b CH3OH [PPP–4H]4� �4 0 46.1 — 33.2
4c CH3O� [PPP–4H]4�(Mg2+) �3 0 22.4 �32.6 �6.5
4d CH3OH [PPP–4H]4�(Mg2+) �2 0 (�0.9) 35.1 17.6 40.8
4e CH3O�(Mg2+) [PPP–4H]4� �3 0 (�52.9) 51.8 �43.0 �16.9
4fc CH3O� [PPP–4H]4�(Mg2+)2 �1 0 11.7 �61.9 �14.6

4fbc CH3O� [PPP–4H]4�(Mg2+)2 �1 0 9.9 �63.7 �16.4
4g CH3OH [PPP–4H]4�(Mg2+)2 0 0 21.0 3.8 37.1
4h CH3O�(Mg2+) [PPP–4H]4�(Mg2+) �1 0 (�35.9) 44.2 15.3 35.9

a Computed at COSMO-ZORA-OLYP/TZ2P. If RC exists: stabilization of RC relative to separate reactants, E(RC) � E(R), in parentheses.
b In reactions involving Mg2+ ions, the products P are calculated based on chelation of the Mg2+ to pyrophosphate leaving group. c Substrate is 4R00

in reaction 4f and 4R00(2) in reaction 4fb (see Scheme S1, ESI).
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from 23.2 to 13.8 to 20.6 to 33.1 kcal mol�1 (see Table 1 and
Fig. 2a). Reaction barriers are consistently higher in the case of
nucleophilic attack by CH3OH (see reactions 1b, 2b, 3b, 4b in
Table 1). In none of the CH3OH-induced reactions does the
alcoholic proton transfer to an a-oxygen of PPP. Instead, this
proton enters into a CH3OH� � ��Oa hydrogen bond. This finding
is in accordance with a mechanism for catalyzed PPP hydrolysis, in
which an enzymatic environment is required to assist deprotona-
tion of the alcoholic oxygen.1,8,9 Only thereafter, can the resulting
alkoxide induce hydrolysis via SN2@P with a sufficiently low
activation barrier.

Introducing a single Mg2+ counter ion to a partially or
completely deprotonated PPP yields a complex in which the
Mg2+ interacts simultaneously with an oxygen of each of the

three phosphate moieties (see 2R0, 3R0 and 4R0 in Fig. 1). The
presence of the Mg2+ ion significantly lowers all SN2@P reaction
barriers (see Fig. 2b). This agrees well with the experimental
observation that enzymatic PPP hydrolysis only proceeds
if Mg2+ ions are present in the reaction mixture.1b,3 After
the TS, Mg2+ moves in between the product molecule and the
leaving group (see 2cPC, 3cPC and 4cPC in Fig. 1). In the
polymerase, it is likely that this stable PC is bypassed completely
during the recycling of the Mg2+ ions. Our simplified model system
does not account for key residues in the active site that would
stabilize and retain Mg2+ and, therefore, it is thermodynamically
favorable for Mg2+ to leave with the leaving PP.

Addition of a second Mg2+ to the fully deprotonated PPP
lowers the barrier for the backside SN2@P reaction even further
and furnishes feasible reaction channels. The most stable
structure in the case of two Mg2+ ions interacting with PPP,
i.e., 4R00, occurs when one Mg2+ interacts with an oxygen of each
phosphate and the other Mg2+ interacts with a different a- and
g-oxygen plus the oxygen connecting the b- and g-phosphate
(Scheme S1, ESI†). Nucleophilic attack by CH3O� at 4R00 now
leads to SN2@P substitution and PPP hydrolysis via a barrier of
only 11.7 kcal mol�1 (reaction 4f, Table 1). A slightly more
favorable SN2@P pathway exists which proceeds via initial
dissociation of the coordination bond in 2R00 between Mg2+

and the oxygen connecting the b- and g-phosphate, leading to
4R00(2) (Scheme S1, ESI†). This isomerization proceeds with a
barrier of 1.9 kcal mol�1 and is slightly endothermic by just
1.8 kcal mol�1. From here, the SN2@P barrier for the CH3O�

nucleophile is merely 9.9 kcal mol�1 (reaction 4fb, see Table 1).
In the case that an Mg2+ ion coordinates to the nucleophile

CH3O� on its path towards the a-phosphorus, the SN2@P
reaction barriers are raised to the extent that the pathway
becomes unviable (reactions 4e and 4h, see Table 1). One
reason is that CH3O� deviates from its path for backside attack
as it moves along with its Mg2+ to form a highly stabilized RC
(by �52.9 and �35.9 kcal mol�1 for reactions 4e and 4h,
respectively) in which the metal cation interacts with two
oxygens on the a-phosphate group. Both, the energetic penalty
associated with breaking this stable interaction in the RC as
well as the reduced intrinsic nucleophilicity of CH3O�(Mg2+)13

relative to CH3O�, lead to prohibitively high barriers of

Fig. 1 Structures of selected stationary points (in Å) along SN2@P reactions
in aqueous solution, computed at COSMO-ZORA-OLYP/TZ2P (C = silver,
H = white, O = red, P = orange, Mg = green; indicated Mg–O contacts
are 1.9–2.1 Å).

Fig. 2 Reaction profiles for model SN2@P reactions in aqueous solution,
computed at COSMO-ZORA-OLYP/TZ2P: [a] CH3O� or CH3OH + PPP,
[PPP–H]�, [PPP–2H]2� and [PPP–4H]4�. [b] CH3O� or CH3OH + [PPP–4H]4�,
[PPP–4H]4�(Mg2+) and [PPP–4H]4�(Mg2+)2.
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51.8 and 44.2 kcal mol�1 for reactions 4e and 4h, respectively
(see Table 1). In order to reveal the physical factor behind
the catalytic effect of Mg2+ on the SN2@P reactions, we next
performed activation strain analyses11 for reactions 4a, 4c and 4f,
which go with 0, 1 and 2 Mg2+ ions and barriers of 33.1, 22.4 and
11.7 kcal mol�1.

The resulting activation strain diagrams, in Fig. 3a, decom-
pose the reaction potential energy surface DE into the strain
DEstrain of the distorting reactants plus the interaction DEint

between these reactants, along the reaction coordinate defined
as the breaking of the Pa–Oa bond. As explained below, we find
that Mg2+ lowers the barrier of the enzymatic PPP hydrolysis
through two distinct mechanisms: (a) weakening the leaving-
group bond thereby decreasing activation strain; and (b) transition
state (TS) stabilization through enhancement of the TS interaction
with the nucleophile (Fig. 3).

Thus, the activation strain diagram in the TS region
(see zoom-in, in Fig. 3b) reveals that introducing a single Mg2+

ion (blue curve), that is, going from reaction 4a to 4c, enhances the
interaction DEint between the incoming CH3O� nucleophile,
thereby decreasing the barrier by 10.7 kcal mol�1. The enhanced
interaction is ascribed to a more favorable electrostatic and
orbital interaction, as Mg2+ reduces the net negative charge
(by 4 a.u. upon introducing two Mg2+) and lowers the LUMO
energy of the substrate (by 1.9 eV upon introducing two Mg2+).
Thus, coordinating magnesium ions at PPP enhances the
electrophilicity of the substrate. However, this single Mg2+

has yet no effect on the strain curve DEstrain. Incorporation of
a second Mg2+ ion is found to stabilize both, the DEint and
DEstrain curves, and results in a barrier of only 11.7 kcal mol�1,
that is, 21.4 kcal mol�1 lower than the uncatalyzed process 4a.

The origin for reduced strain in the case of reaction 4f is that
the second Mg2+ coordinates preferentially to the oxygen atom
of the Pa–Oa leaving-group bond in [PPP–4H]4� and effectively
stabilizes the evolving net negative charge on the Oa atom in
the PP leaving group. Thus, as this stabilization increases as the
reaction proceeds towards the products, it essentially weakens
the leaving-group bond and results in a decrease in the activa-
tion strain (see Fig. S1 for details, ESI†).
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Fig. 3 [a] Activation strain analyses for SN2@P reactions 4a (CH3O� +
[PPP–4H]4�, black), 4c (CH3O� + [PPP–4H]4�(Mg2+), blue), and 4f (CH3O� +
[PPP–4H]4�(Mg2+)2, red) and [b] activation strain diagram focusing on the
region surrounding the transition state.
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